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•

The winter polar vortex is the dominant thermal and dynamical feature of the
middle atmosphere: its essential role in processing ozone by heterogeneous
chemistry has raised great interest and hence usage of analyses that characterize
the vortex. Unusual temperatures internal to the variable vortex have been
recognized since the pioneering data-archiving and research of Richard Reed in
the 1960s; while the role of Gravity Waves [GW] in creating heat engines and
refrigerators in the solstitial mesopause regions of the Arctic and Antarctic have
come to us from Professors Murgatroyd, Hines and Lindzen in the 1960-1980
decades.

•

Recent powerful analyses of the vortex include the “Q-diagnostic” by Lynn Harvey
and colleagues, which identifies the edges of the cyclonic vortex and uniquely
those of the associated anticyclones. For CANDAC-PEARL science themes the
frequently dominant “Aleutian” AC leads to Eureka being inside, outside and near
the edge of the vortex during the months November-March.

•

The data to which the Q-diagnostic are being applied and used for CANDAC and
SCOSTEP-CAWSES research themes and goals include the UKMO/MetO dataassimilation-model [continuous operation and our analysis for 1991/92 –present],
Aura-MLS [temperatures and chemicals] , and CMAM-DAS [2005-2009, IPY years].
The software systems used are due to Dr Tatyana Chshyolkova (Ann Geophys,
p1279, 2007) and Dr Chris Meek, both of whom are ISAS-CANDAC scientists. Our
most recent paper is by Manson et al. (Ann. Geophys, p3597,
2008): it features regional SSW we entitle “Pacific-Western Canada” (PWC)
warmings, which affect temperatures , winds and chemical constituents. Figures
for the 2006/7 and 2007/8 winter-vortices are included in a joint-study of inter/intra- hemispheric coupling led by Dr Xiaoyong (Ann. Geophys,p3387, 2009).

•

Northern winter polar vortex animations are available from
http://atmosphericdynamicsgroup.ca/, as are animations of stereographic
polar
plots of u,v,Z & T. Also posted are Aura MLS winter daily temperature profiles
for 6 northern sites. Several examples with full URLs follow.
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To play movie open URL:
http://AtmosphericDynamicsGroup.ca/vtexUVZT/vtex.html
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UKMOpp UVZT contours:Day=09:305 Lat( 0N->NPole, Fixed scales)
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MetO/UKMO data are courtesy of British Atmospheric Data Centre BADC < CMeek,UofSask)

http://atmosphericdynamicsgroup.ca/vtexUVZT/uvzt.html

http://AtmosphericDynamicsGroup.ca/AuraTK/AuraTK6.html

The “ISAS” website (and “Physics”) have now been
amalgamated with Arts and Science - which web site
appears to concentrate on style rather than content
https://artsandscience.usask.ca/physics/isas.php#Spac
eandAtmosphericStudies so further details on these
studies are only available on our homepage,
http://atmosphericdynamicsgroup.ca/or from the
Canadian Network for the Detection of Atmospheric
Change, www.candac.ca , which runs a large suite of
experiments at Eureka (80N).
We are PIs for the meteor radar.
During October to March, these animations are updated at least
weekly, but more frequently during disturbed intervals.

